Abstract-For designing low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes for quantum error-correction, we desire to satisfy the conflicting requirements below simultaneously. 1) The row weights of parity-check "should be large": The minimum distances are bounded above by the minimum row weights of parity-check matrices of constituent classical codes. Small minimum distance tends to result in poor decoding performance at the error-floor region.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1963, Gallager invented low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [1] , which are defined as kernels of sparse parity-check matrices. Thanks to the sparseness of the paritycheck matrix, LDPC codes are efficiently decoded by the sum-product (SP) algorithm. Since the optimized LDPC codes are close to the Shannon limit [2] , LDPC codes represent an attractive area of study for error-correcting code theorists.
By the discovery of CSS (Calderbank, Shor and Steane) codes [3] , [4] and stabilizer codes [5] , the notion of paritycheck measurement is introduced as a generalized notion of a parity-check matrix. From the point of view of this generalization, quantum LDPC codes are naturally defined via low-density parity-check measurements [6] by Postol. In particular, a parity-check measurement for a CSS code is characterized by a pair of parity-check matrices. If both of these parity-check matrices of the pair are sparse parity-check matrices, the related CSS code is called a quantum LDPC (CSS) code.
For the classical case, a random selection method for constructing a sparse parity-check matrix generates a high error-correcting performance LDPC code. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to apply the same method for the quantum case, since the pair of parity-check matrices have to satisfy the following constraint: the product of one of them with the transposed other has to be a zero-matrix. Therefore one of the research interests for quantum LDPC codes is stated as: "Achieve the constraint and sparseness simultaneously. Additionally, valuable structure for classical LDPC codes is achieved."
MacKay et al. proposed bicycle codes [7] and Cayley graphbased CSS codes [8] . These codes are known as self-dual containing LDPC codes. In [9] , two of the authors proposed a construction method of a CSS code that has quasi-cyclic (QC) parity-check matrices with arbitrary regular even row weight d r ≥ 4 and column weight
In [10] , the authors generalized this construction method to codes over non-prime field of characteristic number 2. To the best of the authors' knowledge, these codes [7] , [8] , [11] hold the highest error-correcting performance among efficiently decodable quantum LDPC codes so far. Remark that [12] shows high error-correcting performance if only one ebit assisted is allowed. Our research interest is to achieve high performance with no ebit assisted.
Spatially-coupled (SC) LDPC codes are classical capacityachieving codes based on the construction of convolutional LDPC codes. Felström and Zigangirov [13] introduced a construction method of (d l , d r )-regular convolutional LDPC codes from (d l , d r )-regular block LDPC codes. Surprisingly, the convolutional LDPC codes exhibited better decoding performance than the underlying block LDPC codes under a fair comparison with respect to the code length. Note that in this paper, convolutional LDPC codes are the LDPC codes defined by band sparse parity-check matrices. Constructing convolutional LDPC codes from a block LDPC code improves the BP (belief propagation) threshold up to the MAP (maximum a posteriori probability) threshold of the underlying codes. Kudekar et al. named this phenomenon as "threshold saturation" and proved "BP threshold of SC LDPC codes is equal to MAP threshold of correspondence LDPC codes" rigorously for the binary erasure channels [14] . Further, empirical evidence from Kudekar et al. supports that the threshold saturation occurs also for the binary-input memoryless symmetric-output (BMS) channels. Another remarkable advantage of SC LDPC codes is encoder universality. In other words, keeping d l /d r , in the limit of large d l , L and w, the coupled ensemble (d l , d r , L, w) [15] universally achieves the capacity of the BMS channels under SP decoding. Conventional capacity-achieving codes such as polar codes [16] and irregular LDPC codes [2] do not support such universality.
In this paper, we propose a construction method for spatially coupled quantum LDPC codes for quantum error-correction. By the proposed method, we obtain a pair of parity-check matrices such that these matrices are each orthogonal and each matrix has a diagonal band structure.
II. PRELIMINARIES Let us recall definitions of the related fundamental notion of quantum LDPC codes and classical SC LDPC codes.
A. CSS codes
A CSS code Q, which is the main interest of this paper, is a class of quantum error-correcting codes. The code is a complex vector space. The vector space Q is characterized by a pair of classical binary linear codes C and D whose paritycheck matrices H C and
is defined as a complex linear combination of the following vectors:
where D ⊥ is the dual code of D as a classical code and the basis for quantum states is assumed as a standard computational basis.
B. LDPC-CSS codes
When the parity-check matrices H C and H D are sparse, the CSS code associated with (H C , H D ) is called an LDPC-CSS code. As it is written above, the structure of the code space Q is completely characterized by two linear codes C and D associated with (H C , H D ). The aim of this paper is to construct these codes as LDPC-CSS codes, particularly SC LDPC codes.
One of the issues for designing (H C , H D ) is the row weights of these matrices. LDPC-CSS codes are efficiently decoded by using SP syndrome decoding [7] . Its success ratio for decoding is highly affected by the row weight of these parity-check matrices (H C , H D ):
1) The row weights of each of H C and H D should be large: The minimum distances of C and D are less than or equal to the minimum row weights of H D and H C , respectively. Small minimum distance tends to result in poor decoding performance at the error-floor region.
2) The row weights of each of H C and H D should not be large: The SP decoding performance at the water-fall region are degraded if the row weight of H D and H C increase. In summary, our dilemma is to design (H C , H D ) such that it satisfies 1) and 2). To overcome this dilemma, we propose an idea to introduce a notion of classical "spatially coupled LDPC codes" to quantum LDPC codes.
C. Sparse Band Model Matrices and Spatially Coupled LDPC Codes
Here, we construct classical SC LDPC codes from sparse band model matrices H. We give a formal construction for the sparse band model matrix.
The following is an example of a sparse band model matrix H for parameters d l = 4, d t = 2, n c = 12 and n s = 1.
** 0000000000000000000000 **** 00000000000000000000 ****** 000000000000000000 ******** 0000000000000000 00 ******** 00000000000000 0000 ******** 000000000000 000000 ******** 0000000000 00000000 ******** 00000000 0000000000 ******** 000000 000000000000 ******** 0000 00000000000000 ******** 00 0000000000000000 ******** 000000000000000000 ****** 00000000000000000000 **** 0000000000000000000000 **
Next, we define a (d l , d r , n c ) SC LDPC code via the model matrix H. Let P be a positive integer. Replace each "*" of H with a binary permutation matrix of size P × P and each 0 of H with a zero matrix of size P × P . The replaced matrix is called a spatially coupled LDPC matrix and its kernel space is called a classical spatially coupled LDPC code. For fixed d r and d l , the size P M ×P N of such a sparse band matrix scales
is called a design rate. The design rate converges to 1 − d l /d r as n c tends to infinity. The SC LDPC code ensemble [14] was shown to exhibit SP decoding performance, which is very close to the MAP decoding performance, of a (d l , d t )-regular LDPC code ensemble [17] in the limit of large code length and coupling number n c . For a sparse band matrix H, define a matrix
,l , where r is the number of rows of H. We also call H ′ a sparse band model matrix.
The row weight of a parity-check matrix of a SC LDPC code is reasonably large and SP decoding performance of the code perform outstanding. Hence, in this paper, we study the design of SC LDPC-CSS codes. It is expected that such codes overcome the dilemma on the row weight.
D. Quasi-Cyclic LDPC Codes
In the previous works, the decoding performance of a SC LDPC code is analyzed by the technique based on ensemble analysis. In other words, an SC LDPC code shall be constructed from randomly chosen permutation matrices for a sparse band model matrix. On the other hand, it is not expected that the requirement for (H C , H D ), i.e. H C H T D = 0, holds on parity-check matrices of SC LDPC codes by using random choice. Therefore, we slightly restrict the structure of spatiallycoupled LDPC codes. We employ circulant permutation matrices instead of arbitrary permutation matrices. This idea arose from a construction method in [9] .
Let us define a matrix I(1) over a binary field of size P ×P by putting 
I(1)
In other words, I(1) is a circulant permutation matrix which is a single right shifted matrix for the identity matrix. For an integer x, define a P × P matrix I(x) := I(1) x . I(0) is the identity matrix. For the symbol ∞, define a P × P matrix I(∞) as a zero matrix.
For a matrix (c j,l ) 0≤j<d1,0≤l<dr over [0, 
A. Conventional QC-LDPC CSS codes
We first review the construction developed in [9] . In the original paper [9] , the method for constructing a QC paritycheck matrix pair (H C , H D ) is flexible. For simplicity, in this paper, we focus our attention on the case that H C and H D have the same row weight d r and have the same column weight d l .
Let (c j,l ) and (d k,l ) be matrices over [0,
The Tanner graph of H C is free of cycles of length 4, if
We give the following theorem which is slightly generalized version of Theorem 6.1 in [9] .
Theorem III.1. Let P be a positive integer with P > 2. Define 
Let H C and H D be two (d l , d r , P )-QC binary matrices such that
where
Then, it holds that 1) H
C H T D = 0, 2
) both of the Tanner graphs of H C and H D are free of cycles of length 4.
See §VI for the construction proof. If τ 1 = 1, the statement is the same as the one in [9] . From Theorem III.1, we obtain two d l P ×d r P binary matrices 
I(1) I(2) I(4) I(3) I(6) I(5) I(4) I(1) I(2) I(5) I(3) I(6) I(2) I(4) I(1) I(6) I(5) I(3)
  , H D =  
I(4) I(2) I(1) I(6) I(3) I(5) I(1) I(4) I(2) I(5) I(6) I(3) I(2) I(1) I(4) I(3) I(5) I(6)
  .
B. Spatially coupled CSS codes
Let H C (τ 1 , τ 2 ) and H D (τ 1 , τ 2 ) denote a pair of paritycheck matrices associated with τ 1 and τ 2 in Theorem III.1.
2 ) be n c pairs of matrices for i = 0, . . . , n c −1. Let n s be a positive number such that n s divides d l . We construct sparse band QC matrix pair H C and H D as depicted in Fig. 1 
. It holds that H
2 )
2 ) . . . . . .
2 ) On the other hand, the condition that "there are no cycles of size 4 in the Tanner graph" depends on the choice of them, since the H C (τ
HD(τ
By a similar argument in the proof of Theorem III.1, we have the following theorem: 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We assume the transmission takes place over depolarizing channels [7, Section V] with depolarizing probability 2f m /3, where f m can be viewed as the marginal probability for X and Z errors. Note that the channel is the normal depolarizing channel. We assume the decoder knows the depolarizing probability 2f m /3. Figure 3 compares the proposed SC LDPC-CSS codes and conventional QC-LDPC CSS codes. The quantum coding rate of these codes is 0.50 and 0.49, respectively. Such rateloss is due to the coupled construction. The rate-loss can be reduced by increasing n c . The parity-check matrices of these codes have the same column weight 10. The minimum row weights are 40 and 20, respectively. For both proposed and conventional CSS codes, two component classical codes C and D are isomorphic; in other words, each pair of parity check matrices is same up to column and row permutations. This isomorphism implies that C and D have the same average decoding performance. Hence, we restrict our attention only to the performance of C. Due to the large minimum row weight of a parity-check matrix, all the codes exhibit no error-floors down to 10 −6 at bit error rate. No undetected errors were observed for both codes. Hence, it is expected that the minimum distances of both codes are sufficiently large and tight up to the upper bounds 40 and 20, respectively. As posed in the dilemma, it is observed that conventional QC-LDPC CSS codes have only a small coding gain by increasing code length from n = 100840 to n = 412840. The proposed code outperforms the conventional code with much shorter code length n = 101000 and n = 181000. This excellent performance outweighs the rate-loss.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed spatially-coupled LDPC-CSS codes. Numerical experiments show that the proposed codes have both deep error-floors and excellent water-fall performance over the depolarizing channels. In other words, threshold saturation is also observed for the LDPC-CSS codes. 
